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Abstract
Standard weak measurement (SWM) has been proved to be a useful ingredient for measuring
small longitudinal phase shifts. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 033604 (2013)]. In this letter, we show that
with specific pre-coupling and postselection, destructive interference can be observed for the two
conjugated variables, i.e. time and frequency, of the meter state. Using a broad band source, this
conjugated destructive interference (CDI) can be observed in a regime approximately 1 attosecond,
while the related spectral shift reaches hundreds of THz. This extreme sensitivity can be used to
detect tiny longitudinal phase perturbation. Combined with a frequency-domain analysis, conju-
gated destructive interference weak measurement (CDIWM) is proved to outperform SWM by two
orders of magnitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION
High sensitivity detection of longitudinal phase shift is essential in metrology, such as
accurate distance measurements, timing synchronization and detection of gravitational waves
[1–3]. The standard tool is an interferometer with a balanced homodyne detection [4]. It
requires a coherent source and the precision is dominated by the intrinsic quantum noise
[5]. Recently, weak measurement has attracted extensive attention and academic interest
due to its practical and potential applications in observing very small physical effects [6, 7].
When weak measurements are judiciously combined with preselection and postselection,
they lead to a weak-value-amplification phenomenon and give access to an experimental
sensitivity beyond the detector’s resolution [8–12]. Brunner et al. compared the standard
interferometer proposal with a weak measurement proposal. Their results evidently showed
that when the purely imaginary weak value was exploited, weak measurement surpassed the
standard interferometer proposal by several orders of magnitude [13]. With this method,
Xu et al. experimentally realized a very precise phase estimation utilizing white light from
a commercial light-emitting diode (LED) [14, 15].
In Xu’s scheme, the working regime is selected to make the coupling strength approx-
imately 0, where postselection only slightly reshapes the wave-package pattern to obtain
a larger shift considering the mean value of the spectrum. Here, we propose an improved
scheme to measure longitudinal phase shifts. With a fixed pre-coupling of the system and
the meter, the joint state becomes entangled. Afterwards with a specific postselection state,
destructive interference can be observed in both the time and frequency domains using a
broad light source. The phase shift is much smaller than the wave length and it still gets
a destructive interference. In this process approximately 1 attosecond, the spectrum shifts
a considerable amount decided by the postselection state. Prospectively this effect can be
used to perform an ultra-sensitive measurement on tiny longitudinal phase perturbation.
II. GENERATION OF CDI
We consider a measurement scenario involving a physical quantum state consisting of a
system state |ψ〉 and a meter state |g(x)〉 where x represents the space coordinate. The
Hamiltonian of the system-meter combination is H = kAP . A is an obeservable of the
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system and P is the momentum of the meter. A has two eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉 which
satisfy A|0〉 = |0〉 and A|1〉 = −|1〉.
The system-meter evolution due to the interaction H can be described by a unitary
operator U = e−iH∆t with ∆t being the duration of the interaction. If the initial system state
|ψ〉 is a superposition of |0〉 and |1〉, i.e. |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉, the system-meter combination
after the interaction is
|Ψ〉 = U |ψ〉|g(x)〉 = α|g(x+ τ)〉|0〉+ β|g(x− τ)〉|1〉, (1)
where τ = k∆t. In this letter, we are interested in measuring the ultrasmall τ precisely.
For clarity, we consider the quantum state to be a Gaussian wave-package. The polar-
ization of the photons serves as the system and the time or the frequency freedom serves
as the meter. The interaction H is introduced by a birefringent crystal which has different
refractive indexes for the horizontal polarization |H〉 and the vertical polarization |V 〉. In
the scheme by Brunner et al., they first derive the wave-package in the time domain and
then Fourier transform it into the frequency domain. Here, we will analyze the quantum
system in both the time and frequency domains.
In the frequency domain, the wave function of the meter is represented by f(ω) =
(piδ2)−1/4exp[−(ω − ω0)2/2δ2]. Two nearly orthogonal circular polarization states |ψ〉 =
1√
2
(|H〉+ i|V 〉) and |φ〉 = 1√
2
(iei|H〉+ e−i|V 〉) are used for the preselection and the posts-
election processes. Initially, the system-meter combination is a separable state
|Φ〉 =
∫
dω
1√
2
f(ω)[|H〉+ i|V 〉]|ω〉]. (2)
After the pre-coupling by inducing an initial delay τ , the polarization and the frequency
freedom are entangled
|Ψ〉 =
∫
dω
1√
2
f(ω)[eiωτ |H〉+ ie−iωτ |V 〉]|ω〉. (3)
With a postselection of polarization, the meter state becomes (after normalization)
|T 〉 = 1√
P
∫
dω
i
2
f(ω)[ei(ωτ−) − e−i(ωτ−)]|ω〉, (4)
with the postselection probability
P = 0.5{1− exp(−δ2τ 2)cos[2(ω0τ − )]}. (5)
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The postselected wave-package in frequency domain is f(ω)sin(ωτ − ) (without normal-
ization), so the frequency propability distribution is
S(ω) = sin2(ωτ − )|f(ω)|2. (6)
The spectral shift ∆ω is calculated as the shift of the mean spectrum
∆ω =
∫
S(ω)ωdω∫
S(ω)dω
− ω0 = τδ
2
2P
exp(−δ2τ 2)sin[2(ω0τ − )]. (7)
The temporal probability distribution is T (t) = |F [f(ω)ei(ωτ−) − f(ω)e−i(ωτ−)]|2 where
F [∗] denotes the Fourier transform.
The SWM scheme has to satisfy |ωτ/|  1 in order to keep the interaction weak. Eq.
(6) is derived to be
S(ω) = 2|f(ω)|2. (8)
Within the weak interaction range where τ→ 0, there is no destructive interference from
Eq. (8) so the spectral shift can be calculated from the purely imaginary weak value.
However, from Eq. (6), when >0 there is always a small τs satisfying ω0τs −  ≈ 0 so that
destructive interference can be observed around τs. The wave-package evolution of the time
and frequency domains around τs are shown in Fig. 1. The initial meter state is normally
prepared in a Gaussian superposition with the mean frequency ω0 to be 2350 THz and the
width δ to be 200 THz, hence τs is calculated as 8.5 as. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the central
part of the time-domain wave package destructs to display a bimodal pattern at first and
then recovers to a Gaussian distribution. While for frequency-domain in Fig. 1(b), as the
extinction point sweeps from the high to the low frequency with increasing τ , the dominant
wave package shifts from the low to high frequency range. In the center point around 8.5
as, the spectrum splits into two peaks. As the low frequency peak falls, the high frequency
peak rises and they are equivalent at 8.5 as.
III. COMPARISON OF TWO SCHEMES
From Fig. 1, both the time and the frequency domains destructive interference can be
observed in the chosen regime. Considering the current ultimate temporal-resolution which
is on the order of several picoseconds, it is difficult to observe the time-domain destructive
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FIG. 1: The wave package in both (a) time and (b) frequency domains after postselection in the
CDI regime. The pre- and post-selected states are |ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉+ i|V 〉) and |φ〉 = 1√
2
(ie0.02i|H〉+
e−0.02i|V 〉). At the central point of 8.5 as, the central components of both time and frequency
domains are extinct due to destructive interference. The red lines in (a) and (b) indicate the
central time and spectrum points, respectively.
interference experimentally. In the following analysis we will mainly focus on the mea-
surement in frequency-domain. The peak-position of the start and end time points can be
distinguished intuitively in Fig. 1(b), indicating a considerable spectral shift during 7.5 to
9.5 as. This means that making use of the CDI effect should give rise to a better resolution
when measuring a tiny longitudinal phase change.
It has been proved that the longitudinal phase change can be precisely detected by mea-
suring the spectral shift [13]. In Fig. 2, we plot the spectral shifts as well as the shift rates
of the two schemes according to Eq. (7). For the SWM scheme, the parameters are set to
be identical to Xu’s scheme and the results are consistent with his work. Fig. 2(a) shows
the spectral shifts of both the CDIWM scheme and the SWM scheme varying τ . In the
CDIWM scheme, the frequency domain wave-package splits into two peaks in the light blue
area, either of which the peak position is also shown. It can be seen that the SWM scheme
has only a spectral shift of several THz while the CDIWM scheme can reach a shift of several
hundreds THz. Even more noteworthy is that there is a very steep spectral shift around 8.5
as, which means an extremely high sensitivity when measuring the phase perturbation.
Particularly, when there is a perturbation on the relative phase, we require a change on the
meter as large as possible. This can be characterized by the spectral shift rate with respect
to the phase perturbation or the equivalent time delay. Fig. 2(b) shows that the spectral
shift rate of the CDIWM scheme is far larger than that of the SWM scheme. Working on the
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FIG. 2: (a) Spectral shifts in the CDIWM and the SWM schemes. The dot-dashed blue and
long-dashed red lines are the mean spectral shifts in the CDIWM scheme and the SWM scheme
respectively. The short-dashed violet and dotted brown lines represent the peak position shifts of
the two parts divided by the extinction point in the CDIWM scheme. (b) Spectral shift rates in
the CDIWM and the SWM schemes, calculated as the slope of corresponding spectral shift in (a).
The dot-dashed blue line represents CDIWM and the long-dashed red line represents SWM. The
postselection angle  is set to be 0.02 in CDIWM and −0.02 in SWM. The mean frequency ω0 is
2350 THz and the width δ is 200 THz. The green box and the inset identify the working range of
CDIWM.
most sensitive point, the CDIWM scheme can reach a shift rate beyond the SWM scheme
by two orders of magnitude. To obtain the best sensitivity and a stable interference pattern
with the CDIWM scheme, the working point should be accurately stabilized in a small time
regime (the green box and the inset in Fig. 2(b)). Existing techniques can provide the
required accuracy to set the initial work point [3, 16].
Fig. 3 shows the proposed experimental setup based on a Michelson Interferometer (MI).
The beam splitter (BS) in the traditional MI is substituted by a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS). The specific pre-coupling required by CDIWM is realized by adjusting the length
difference of the two arms as well as analyzing the postselected spectrum. Initially, the two
arms are set to be equal. As the mirror moves, the postselected spectrum shifts according
to Fig. 1(b) . The most sensitive point is confirmed when the extinct point is in the middle
of the spectrum. Afterwards all the optical elements are locked so that the system is on
standby for the measurement.
The ultimate detectable longitudinal phase perturbation is estimated below. In the SWM
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FIG. 3: The proposed experimental setup for the CDIWM scheme. The sets of polarizers (P),
half wave plates (HWP) and quarter wave plates (QWP) are used for the pre- and postselection
procedures. A PBS splits the input beam into two orthogonal linear polarization beams propa-
gating along different arms of the interferometer. The QWP together with the mirror rotate the
polarization by 90◦ so as to recombine the two beams at the same PBS. The moveable mirror is
used to tune the initial coupling. The fiber collector (FC) collects the output beam whose spec-
trum is measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). φ denotes the tiny longitudinal phase
perturbation between different polarization components.
scheme, when |ωτ/|  1 the spectral shift can be readily obtained from weak value defined
as Aw = 〈φ|A|ψ〉/〈φ|ψ〉. The ordinary weak value is calculated to be icot() so the spectral
shift is
∆ω → τIm[Aw]δ2 = cot()δ2∆τ ≈ δ
2∆τ

(9)
with a longitudinal phase perturbation ∆τ . The ultimate resolution limit of the SWM
scheme is given by [13]
τ >
||∆Ω
δ2
, (10)
where ∆Ω is the resolution of the OSA. (There is a factor of 2 difference compared to the
scheme by Brunner et al. due to a slight different in the representation of meter.) In the
CDIWM scheme, the working regime is restricted to the CDI regime so the spectral shift
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can be calculated as
∆ω → d∆ω
dτ
|τ→ 
ω0
∆τ ≈ 2ω
2
0

∆τ. (11)
The resolution for the CDIWM scheme is similarly analyzed to be
τ >
||∆Ω
2ω20
. (12)
From the above analysis, CDIWM can achieve a significantly higher resolution. With a
visible broad band source, ω0 is on the order of several thousands THz and δ is on the order
of several hundreds THz so the resolution can be improved by two orders of magnitude. For
example, we consider a light beam centering at ω0 = 2350 THz (λ ≈ 800 nm) with δ = 200
THz (δλ ≈ 100 nm) and a OSA having a spectral resolution of 0.01 nm at λ = 800 nm. The
achievable resolution is shown in Fig. 4(a) with varying  calculated from Eq. (10) and Eq.
(12). When  → 0, CDIWM has the ability to detect a time-domain perturbation on the
order of 10−5 as.
However, this improvement is at a cost that much more photons are discarded in the post-
selection process. In the SWM scheme, the postselection probability P is approximately the
probability of simply postselecting |ψ〉 by |φ〉 which leads to PSWM ≈ 2. In the CDIWM
scheme, we require ω0τ −  ≈ 0 and the working regime to be τ ≈ /ω0 so the postselec-
tion probability now becomes PCDIWM ≈ δ22/(2ω20). Fig. 4(b) shows the postselection
probabilities of the two schemes with respect to different  calculated from Eq. (5).
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FIG. 4: The comparison of CDIWM and SWM with respect to the postselection angle . (a) The
resolution of two schemes. (b) Postselection probabilities of two schemes. The dot-dashed blue
and long-dashed red lines represent the CDIWM scheme and the SWM scheme, respectively.
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To sum up, by using the CDIWM scheme the resolution is improved by two orders of
magnitude with the same orders of decreasing in the postselection probability. Specifically,
we can achieve a factor of 2ω20/δ
2 amplification for resolution while decreasing the probability
by a factor of δ2/(2ω20) at the same time using the CDIWM scheme instead of the SWM
scheme. However, considering the SWM scheme exclusively, an improvement by two orders
of magnitude leads to a decreasing of postselection probability by four rather than two orders
of magnitude.
IV. DISCUSSION
By pre-coupling the system and meter and postselecting with specific state, CDI oc-
curs and leads to an improved measurement sensitivity accompanying by a lower posts-
election probability. This amplification and rejection processes are very similar to weak-
value-amplification effect, however, the physical description of CDIWM largely differs from
SWM.
In SWM, within the so called weak interaction regime [17], the probability correction
due to the interaction has a linear relationship with the first order weak value. The shift of
meter can be calculated according to Eq. (9). However, this is not the case in CDIWM. Fig.
5 shows the postselection probability curves of SWM and CDIWM calculated from Eq. (5).
The pre-coupling process shifts the working regime to τs = /ω0 which is out of the weak
interaction regime and reaches the local minimum of postselection probability (the green
box and the inset in Fig. 5).
On the other hand, this pre-coupling process makes an entangled initial state of the
system and the meter according to Eq. (3). As a result, the weak value can not be well
defined here and the weak interaction approximation 〈φ|e−iAPτ |ψ〉 ≈ 〈φ|ψ〉e−iAwPτ doesn’t
hold anymore in the working regime of CDIWM, where Awωτ ≈ 1 .
Weak measurement can achieve a better resolution while discarding a large proportion
of resources. Considering both the amplification effect and the loss due to postselection,
the ultimate precision or signal-to-noise ratio can not outperform the classical metrology
[18, 19]. This issue also occurs in the CDIWM scheme because the existence of CDI leads to
a further lower postselection. However, some recent proposals have proved that the power
recycle technique can be used in weak measurement, thus recovering the inefficiency due to
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FIG. 5: The postselection probability curves of SWM and CDIWM with the same parameters
in Fig. 2. The dot-dashed blue line represents CDIWM and the long-dashed red line represents
SWM. The green box and the inset indentify the working range of CDIWM.
low postselection [20, 21]. Adding a partially transmitting mirror to make the interferometer
a resonant optical cavity, all the input photons will exit the interferometer with the amplified
signal.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose an improved weak measurement scheme to detect tiny perturbation to lon-
gitudinal phase in this letter. By pre-coupling the system and meter state and selecting
a specific postselection state, a novel CDI effect can be observed when a broad band light
source is used. From the calculation we find that when CDI occurs, the sensitivity of the
spectral shift to longitudinal phase perturbation significantly increases. Respect to the same
tiny perturbation on the longitudinal phase, the spectral shift can be amplified by a factor
of several hundreds compared to the SWM scheme. Our results also outperform coherent
light phase weak measurements [22] and currently are significantly better than quantum
metrology technology measurements using N00N and squeezed states [23], which are still in
the process of solving experimental problems [24]. Taking advantages of these characteris-
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tics, when a physical effect is coupled to a longitudinal phase, it can be precisely estimated
through this CDIWM scheme.
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